Design Strategy
Why do we need a redesign?
We want the public to have a better overall sense of DT – our services, what we do and why we do it. Our current site simply
does not accomplish this objective, nor does it reflect our culture of collaboration and the can-do spirit of our employees.

What does a redesign accomplish?
Our goal for this site is to present a more accurate and dimensional reflection of DT – a multi-disciplinary group with a breadth
of services and areas of focus that position DT as a key strategic player in the City and County of San Francisco.
Ultimately, our site is our calling card. If we want to attract top talent, we need a site the presents DT as a great place to work. A place
where there’s room to work on a broad range of projects. A place with a clear vision and mission, and a desire to make a difference.

How do we do it?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make our site fast, accessible and responsive.
Distill what we do into ten easily scannable categories – providing a clear, concise overview of DTs services and areas of focus.
Utilize a templated, modular design that provides the flexibility to add, remove or change components as needed.
Showcase inspiring imagery of San Francisco, creating an association between DT and the dynamic energy inherent to our city.
Make every page a touchpoint for public contact with expanded footer functionality.
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